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INSTRUCTION - MANUAL
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1A. Take one wheel (E) and align it to the leg arm holes on the underneath of the base (H). Initially you can use your hands and manually rotate the wheel until slightly tightened. 
Then use the provided wrench tool (B) at the hex nut and rotate to securely tighten the rest of the way.
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3A. Press the wheel lever up or down to place wheels 
in locked or unlocked mode depending if you want to be 
in a mobile or stationary setup. Make sure you adjust all 
(5) wheels at the same time or it won’t properly be 
setup.

2A. Align the bottom of pole body (B) to the top center of the base (C). While pieces are connected, securely flip 
over so you can see the bottom. Align washer (E) to the hole on the bottom. Using your hands, identify L-shaped 
component (F) and rotate through the washer into the hole until securely tightened. Pole body and base should 
now be securely attached to each other. 

5A. Take the gooseneck with holder (A), the battery cradle (J), the base 
stand (B), and align them all together as shown in the right. First, hook 
the battery cradle onto the base stand metal adapter. Then rotate in the 
gooseneck component (A) into the base stand  (B) until securely 
tightened. Turn the Y screw (see detail diagram to the right) to securely 
fasten the gooseneck to the base stand. 

6A. Find the desired height on the 
pole / floorstand (B) where you 
wish to attach the handle (K). 
Then align the screw and the U 
bracket (L,M) with the opening in 
the handle (K).

7A. Find the desired height on the pole / floorstand (B) Align U 
bracket (O) holes with basket (N) screw holes on either side of the 
central pole. Pass screw (R) through washer (Q), then through 
screw hole, and turn in nut (P) on opposite side.

6B. Rotate in screw clock 
wise as shown until securely 
tightened.

Identify the center pole height adjustment knob. Rotate 
clockwise and counterclockwise to raise or lower the 
center pole for preferred height. Once desired height 
is set, rotate knob in the middle opposite side of the 
handle to tighten and create a more rigid and secure 
setup. 

Using your hands, simply adjust for 
a multitude of angles the 
gooseneck until desired orientation, 
tilt angle, side angles are all 
achieve for the preferred setup.

Using an allen key (S), tighten the 
joint to create a more static and 
rigid setup. Loosen to allow 
adjustability as needed. 

1.Isert the key into the lock slot.
2.Press and hold on the release button 
to unlock the holder.
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4A. Press and hold on the button as shown, open the arms 
of the holder at the desired measure of tablet.

4C. Close arms to adjust frame to secure 
your tablet as shown.

4B. Insert Foam pad (I) that fits better into the center of holder, 
then insert Tablet in place as shown.
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